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, applied to a she-camel, i. q·. 3j..;
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b '4.' - S A she-camel that yields abundant milU, but
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in
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dranhk witbhout eating. (IA*r, IDrd,
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part surrounded by the white, has disappeared
[ We paned th night in a state of hunger: there in the head. (JK, Mgh, TA.) m X 'eilt,
thus
was no milk wherewith we might befed, until me correctly written, as in the L, and so in the
made the ropes of the camers saddle to serve as Naw&dir of Aboo-'Amr Esh-SheybAnee, and in
2. ifm, (so in some copies of the ], and in
young camels]: i. e. we had no food until we the Tedhkireh of Aboo-'Alee El-Hejeree, who
,
the TA,) in [some of] the copies of the ]
bound the she-camels with ropes in order that asserts that the C. is the X, of the dual, and in
they might yield us milk [as though they had one dial with damm, [so that the word is written but the former is the right, (TA,) inf. n. 1.i ,
young ones to suckle], and we might feed our- X,,I .JI and X 1-aJI,] and on whose authority Se played with walan,ts at tih game of odd or
emen; ('?,TA;) as also Y &.:: and tt.L .,
selves with their milk. (O,TA.) [See also another
1;L, with 4amm
is mentioned the saying X e
(inf. n. i;L ' , TA,) Hlie played with him at that
ex., in a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh, cited voce!1,
to the Cl, [so that each is a dual in form, though
U p He
( :) or you say, S
game:
p. 78.] - [Hence, also,] tL. &I; and ttl...,
not in signification,] but in the 0 and the 1
(TA.)
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odd?"
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&Jl
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upon him abanment, or ignominy: ($, M 9b, i :) the r,, and [
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't, ,] with damm to that
or A rsquired, or constrained, him to do an af- letter, (TA,) Bad dates: (O, ]I:) so in the Na6. L..i They (two men) played together at
fair of difficulty; and to become in a state of wadir and Tedhkireh above mentioned: (TA:)
the
game of odd or even. (JK,* TA.)
abasment, or ignominy. (?, TA.) [See also two or a palm-tree that bears a small quantity of
.. ] - [And hence,] fruit, and of which the unripe dates turn bad. i., (JK, g,' and TA in art. jAj,) without
similar phrases voce
tenween, and accord. to some with tenween, and
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not having the article JI prefixed to it; and in
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even number: (Lth, Fr, TA:) accord. to I B, its
a..A.:see .. ,.
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1: see %;e.
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*L. [app. A leannes, or an emaciation:
meaningj.tl [he contends in a game of hazard];
this befalls camels,
see 1, and see also j]:
_ and J.1J1: see L ., in three but it is pronounced without * to amimilate it to
and sheep or goats, in the heat and in the cold.
Sj: (TA:) the pl. is , .t, (1, TA,) accord.
places.
(A, TA.) I Also sing. oftVJibd, (JK,) which
(TA, [but the former
to the M, , , like It,
X. 1 The lion. (Tv, .)
,'TA:) or
signifies Soft tracts of land: (,
pl. occurs in a verse cited in the TA,]) which is
nll lands: (JK:) and one says also Ct/l;.
, in two
'i..i, applied to a well: see
anomalous. (V.) One says, 1tj 1 i;., [so in
[and thus the word is written in the CI]. (Fr, places.
my copies of the 9, with tenween,] i. e. Odd or
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and some
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TA.) And it is said in a trad.,

th. night hungry: (S, :, TA :) and
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see the next pagrgrph.

and
1. "O ,aor. , (Msb, [,) inf. n. ;
IA spring, or source, (* , [shown in jit., (Mqb, TA,) It (an arrow) hit the target:
.ja.i
to
have this meaning here,]) sinking, or ( :) or pased through the object at which it
Ti
the
going away [into the earth]; as also tjL.i.; was hot; or penetrated into its inside, and its
extremity ,,entforthfrom the other side, the rest
(IS, TA ;) in like manner without ;. (TA.) remaining therein: (1tq, Msb :) or stuck fast
tA well (.j:) dug in stones, so that it yields an therein: (IF, M;b:) or J.AJI j L (M;b, TA)
4
abundant and unceasing flow of water; ($, [ ;) it hit the object at which it w,as shot, and passed
; ( ;) thrmough, or its extremity patssed through; like
and tb,
and
as also
only: (TA:) or this sig- fi.: (TA:) or pased through, or pierced so
or, as some say,
nifies a well pierced through its mountain [or that its extremity pased through, not with reherock] to the mater beneath so that it noeer becomes mence. (Msb.) And j is,
He shot, or
exhauted; (JK, TA;) as also tVi.Z..: (JK:) east, and dave the skin. (Az, TA.) IF says that
or a well dug so as to reach an unceasing, or a it is not a primitive; that the , is substituted
copios, soure of water: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] for j; and that the word is altered because of the
((f , .) alteration of the meaning. (TA.)
..
.A-.1 (JK, :) and [of mult.]
a

i.

l ltj .l lL.I, [for the vowel-signs are not
or
written in my original,] meaning .;j ;1 I;j
[i. e. I know not howv many times myfather told
me,fron. the Apostle of God, God bles and sam
him; whether an odd or an even number: or,
perhaps, once or twice]. (TA.)

?J

6. 9i.1t The throwing of ebblus, oPe at
another. (J.) You say,Cl.JE Z$1l,51 -W.3
Thle legs of the beast threw the pebble, one at
another. (TA.) [See also 3 in art. i..)
The like of a [garment ofthe Rind called]

